PROPOSED

EXISTING

Low Pressure Sodium Luminaire By Others
Shoe Box Type Luminaire

Pole with Mast Arm & Vehicle Traffic Signal Face

Pole with Mast Arms for a Horizontal Mount Luminaire & Vehicle Traffic Signal Face

Vehicle Traffic Signal Face

Vehicle Traffic Signal Face with Directional Arrow

Pedestrian Signal

Traffic Signal Illuminated Message

Flasher Signal Head

Pedestrian Push Button with Sign on Pole, Arrow Shall Indicate Crossing Direction it Applies to

Signal Pole & Cabinet Number

Conduit Run Number

Luminaire Conduit Run Number - Conduit Size

A. Luminaire Number
B. Circuit Number

A. Luminaire Number
B. Circuit Number
C. Load Center Number

Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption 1-Way

Emergency Vehicle Pre-Emption 2-Way

Video Detection

Sign Lighting Fixture

NOTE:
Additions to the plans symbols are allowable if noted and shown on the plans.